Observing Special Interest Group
Session 5 – November 18, 2020
Hello everyone! It is almost time for another TAS Observing Special Interest Group (ObSIG)
meeting, which will happen at 7:00 PM on Nov. 18th. I hope that all of you are well and have
found time to do a lots of observing.
This month we will start with a question and answer session. Please feel free to ask any question
that has been holding you back from observing or would help you understand any technical issue
that would help you observe better.
Whaz up? What can you see tonight and the next few weeks? By Chaz Hafey
What has the group been observing lately? I really hope that we have lots of people who have
lots to share.
Next, our guest speaker, Gary Carter, has a special presentation on eyepieces. The talk will cover
how they developed, the way they are constructed, and what they can do and cannot do in a
telescope. The presentation is in a pdf form so you can follow along.
Second, there is a bonus spreadsheet of all the eyepieces currently on the market at this time.
After the meeting a link to tooth the Power Point and spreadsheet will be posted on our TAS/
ObSIG web page. I would advise that you look over this presentation before Wednesday, if you
have time, because there is a lot of very good information to take in here and it is going to come
at you pretty fast.
Best Regards
Lloyd Lashbrook
Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas
6001 Frontier Ln. Plano, TX 75023
lblashbro@verizon.net
972-424-1520
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Eyepiece Specifications and
Qualities
• Eyepiece Design

• Focal Length (FL)
• Apparent Field Of View (AFOV)

• Eye Relief
• Contrast: Light Scatter, Coatings, Transmission Efficiency,
Surface Finish, Color Tone

• Resolution

Physical Design Attributes

Physical Design Attributes

Barrel size: .965", 1.25", 2.0" Eye Relief: viewing comfort, eyeglasses, fogging in
cold
temperatures.
Weight: ozs. to lbs.

Focal Plane: eyepiece Focal Plane position relative to
telescope Focal Plane; in-focus/out-focus considerations.

Eyepiece Design 101
The diagram (below) illustrates the two basic strategies of eyepiece design.
In eyepieces constructed on the 19th century or standard design, the eyepiece can be
divided into two components which serve two distinct functions. The field lens is weakly
positive, and concentrates the peripheral (abaxial) light rays (blue lines) so that they pass
through the eye lens. The eye lens is strongly positive, and defines the apparent field of
the eyepiece. This type of design is not used for apparent fields greater than about 50°.

In contrast, many wide field designs can be divided into three functional units. The field lens is
a negative Smyth group (effectively, a built in Barlow lens) that is actually brought in front of
the telescope focal plane, sometimes followed by a negative lens after the field stop. This
diverges the peripheral rays to an even higher field angle, where they are first approximately
converged by the central elements of the eyepiece and then brought into the exit pupil by the
eye lens at a steeper angle, thereby forming a wider apparent field (typically 70° or more).

Eyepiece Designs

“Telescopes and Eyepieces" by John J.G.Savard

Glass Types

Physical Design Attributes: Coatings
• To allow the optics transmit more light, increase contrast and
reduce or eliminate internal reflections ("ghost" images).

• Advertised as "coated". This often means that only the outer
surfaces of the eyepieces and objectives were coated, while the
interior surfaces may have no coatings at all.

• Advertised as "fully coated", coating is applied to all the
external and internal surfaces.

• Around the mid-1970s, "multicoatings" came into wide use,
both in binoculars and in telescope eyepieces. But often these
optics, though advertised as "multicoated" frequently had only
one or two air-glass surfaces with multicoatings and the rest
with ordinary coating or perhaps none at all.

Physical Design Attributes:
Magnification & Field of View

Apparent Field of View
or
“AFOV”

Eyepiece Mathematics
Calculating Magnification (Mag) for the Optical Train
Magnification = Telescope focal length / Eyepiece focal length
Example: TV-85 f/7 and Ethos 13mm 100° AFOV
Telescope focal length = 600 mm, Eyepiece Focal Length = 13mm
Magnification = 600 mm / 13 mm = 46x
Rule of thumb
Maximum magnification:
50 x Aperture in inches
This can be exceeded for double star and
planetary observing with modern optics
under excellent seeing conditions

Eyepiece Mathematics
Calculating True Field of View (TFOV)
True field of view = Apparent field of view / Magnification*
Example: TV-85 f/7 and Ethos 13mm 100° AFOV, Mag: 600/13 = 46
TFOV = 100° / 46 = 2.18° (* Approximation, accurate to +/- 10%)

Alternate method:
TFOV = 57.3 (degrees per radian) x Field Stop Diameter (mm)
Telescope Focal Length(mm)
Accurate to +/- 2%

Televue 85, f/7
UO 12.5mm Ortho, 45° AFOV, 0.95° TFOV
TeleVue 13mm Plossl, 50° AFOV, 1.09° TFOV
TeleVue 13mm Nagler, 82° AFOV, 1.79° TFOV

NGC-869, NGC-884

1.25”
vs.
2.0”
Eyepieces,
Why should I care?

TFOV: The Drift Method
This takes advantage of the fact that the Earth turns 360◦ in 24 hours.

This means that a star on the celestial equator takes 24 hours to travel back to where it started.*
Therefore:

360◦/ 24hr = 360◦/ 24hr x 1 hr / 60 min x 1 min / 60sec x 60′ / 1′ 24hr = 1' / 4sec.

This means that every four seconds, the Earth turns through one minute of arc. So, if you timed how long it took a star to
move through the eyepiece and divided the result in seconds by four, you would know the field of view in arcminutes.
Now, this result is only valid for objects at the celestial equator.

Think about a spinning globe. A point on the
equator moves a lot farther and faster than a
point near the poles.

The same holds true for stars in the night sky.
Stars on the Celestial Equator cross the field
of view faster than those stars that are closer
to one of the poles.

This is easily fixed by multiplying the result by the cosine of the object’s declination (δ):
FOV (′) = 1/4 · time (sec) · cos δ
Trigonometry Note: cosine of an angle between 0◦ (Declination of an object on the Celestial Equator) and 90◦ (Declination of an object at the poles) yields a result between 1
and 0.

* This is not quite true since the Earth also goes around the Sun. The time it takes the star to its position in the sky (the so-called sidereal day) is actually 23 hours, 3 minutes, and
56 seconds. For our purposes, this correction is insignificant

Eyepiece Mathematics
Calculating Exit Pupil
Example: TV-85 f/7 and Ethos 13mm 100° AFOV

Exit pupil = Telescope aperture / Magnification
Exit Pupil = 85 mm / 46.1 = 1.8 mm
Exit pupil = Eyepiece Focal Length / Telescope f/#*
Exit Pupil = 13 mm / 7 = 1.9 mm
*Telescope f/# = Telescope Focal Length / Objective Diameter

Rule of thumb:
The human eye's
best resolution
comes when less
than the full pupil
diameter is used.

Relative Image Brightness
Using a same aperture and eyepiece, an
f/10 (slow) scope will allow one to get twice the
magnification of a f/5 (fast) scope but with
compromise: The slower scope will yield half
the field of view and a dimmer image than the
faster scope.
Comparing two optical systems, we can
define the relative brightness as the square of
the exit pupil. In others words, brightness is
expressed by the exit pupil. Like aperture, as
the exit pupil increases, the relative brightness
increases in a 2 power law, making the image
quickly brighter.
The brightness also depends of the
diameter of the eye pupil, e.g. you can benefit
by selecting an eyepiece yielding exit pupil
diameter nearly the same size as your own
pupil as the light cone entering the eyepiece
will reach the eye most efficiently.

Common Exit Pupil Myths
Through the years, many myths (or, if you prefer, misconceptions) have become woven into the fabric of
amateur astronomy. The following is a selection that involves telescope magnification..
Myth #1: A 7-mm exit pupil gives the lowest useful magnification.

• Not so! With a refractor there is no limit on the size of the useful exit pupil. Use whatever is necessary to get
the field you need to frame the subject. A reflector's low-power limit is reached when the black spot in the exit
pupil (caused by the secondary obstruction) becomes obtrusive.

• While a 7-mm exit pupil, by matching that of the eye, does give the brightest views of deep-sky objects, it does
not necessarily give the best ones. Higher magnifications, despite their smaller exit pupils, will reveal more
details, maintain contrast, show fainter stars, and help bypass defects in the eye itself.
Myth #2: Exit pupils larger than 7 mm waste light and resolution.

• With refractors larger pupils do waste aperture. But the magnification is so low that the wasted aperture is of
little concern: both image brightness and resolution are as great as possible at that magnification. With
reflectors, however, larger pupils do waste light, but primarily because the black spot in the pupil caused by
the secondary obstruction becomes larger as magnification is reduced. Both light loss and field shadowing
occur with reflectors, but as with refractors there is no resolution loss because of the low power.
Consider this extreme example of an exit pupil formed by an 8-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain with a central
obstruction equal to 43 percent of the aperture's diameter. A telecompressor lens and long-focal-length
eyepiece give 14x magnification. While the central shadow remains 43 percent of the exit pupil's diameter, it is
now 6.2 millimeters in diameter and would nearly fill the 7-mm pupil diameter of the dark-adapted eye.

Aberrations

Identifying Aberrations
1. Chromatic Aberration: longitudinal (axial) and transverse (lateral).

2. Field Curvature: negative and positive, and scope interaction.
3. Rectilinear Distortion: a) pincushion b) barrel and Angular Magnification Distortion (+/-)
4. Spherical Aberration
5. Coma
6. Astigmatism: a) tangential and sagittal focus differences b) tilted elements c) wedge d) relationship to focal ratio
of scope e) relationship to astigmatism of objective
7. Spherical Aberration of the Exit Pupil and relationship to eye relief

Chromatic Aberration

Field Curvature

Rectilinear and Angular Magnification Distortion

Coma

Astigmatism

Spherical Aberration

Spherical Aberration of the Exit Pupil

Other Aberrations
1. Poor Sharpness on-axis. This may seem like the easiest to see, but it is also the hardest to diagnose
2. Transmission anomalies by frequency: coloration (tint) and overall transmission

3. Light loss due to a) reflection, b) absorption, c) scatter, d) internal vignetting
4. Wavefront aberration: a) poor polish b) poor figure c) result of more surfaces in eyepiece
5. Light Scatter:
a. Surface scatter-roughness

b. Reflections: lens edge and surface-polish and coatings, and barrel surfaces. This is one of the causes of ghosting or
spiking,
c. Lateral rays, lens edge and barrel and low incidence scatter by coatings.
6. Design Flaws:
a. Field stop not in focus
b. Critical f/ratio too high (inadequate off-axis ray handling)
c. Improper internal ray handling, causing vignetting or reflections
d. Wrong glass refractive index used
e. Edge Of Field Brightening (EOFB)
7. Thermal issues due to improper housing size, over tightening of retaining rings, etc.

Eyepiece Evolution

"The Evolution of Eyepiece Design" by Christopher Lord

Planetary Eyepieces

Shorter Focal Lengths (6mm or less)

Simple designs with 4 or 5 elements
Narrow AFOV (30° to 50°)

Wide Angle
Eyepieces

• WA ~ 60° AFOV
• SWA ~ 70° AFOV
• UWA ~ 82° AFOV
• Others ~ 100°+ AFOV

Long Eye Relief (LER)
• ~ 17mm+ Eye Relief,

allowing eyeglasses to be worn

Planetary

Orthoscopic

• Takahashi Abbe Ortho
• 365 Astronomy Ortho
• Baader Planetarium Classic Ortho
• Kokusai Kohki – Fujiyama HD Ortho

Planetary

Plössl

• Tele Vue

• Antares
• Guang Sheng Optical
• Meade
• Skywatcher

Planetary
Long Eye Relief

Takahashi LE

Planetary
Long Eye Relief

Tele Vue DeLite

• AFOV 62°
• Eye Relief 20mm

Widefield

Erfle, Superview,
Svbony Ultra Wide

Widefield

König

Widefield

Panoptics, Widefields

Widefield

Pentax XW

Widefield

EF, UFF (Orion, APM)

• AFOV 60° ~ 70°
• Eye Relief varies

Widefield

Baader Hyperion, Morpheus

• AFOV Hyp - 68° & Mor - 76°
• Eye Relief Hyperion - 20mm
• Eye Relief Morpheus - varies

Widefield

Nagler

Widefield

Ethos, Delos, Explore Scientific

Zoom Eyepieces

Barlows

Televue Powermate
Seibert Telecentric
Meade TeleXtender

Telecentric designs maintain a relatively constant eye relief

Astigmatism Corrector
Dioptrx

Summary Recommendations
- Determine the nature of your observing objectives

• (Lunar, Planetary, Solar, Double Stars, Deep Sky)
- Understand the attributes and limitations of your own eyesight

• Pupilary response, Do you have astigmatism? Are eyeglasses desired or required?
- Consider your viewing preferences and 'comfort zones'

• Eyepiece designs with eyecups, pupil guides, shorter or longer eye relief?
- Understand the use cases and other demands your telescope imparts on the eyepiece

• Fast or slow scope (focal ratio < f/6 or >f10?) Do you have daytime applications in mind (solar,
birding)?
- Familiarize yourself with the eyepiece specifications and basic mathematics for calculating
magnification, exit pupil size, and true fields of view
- Talk to other amateurs experienced with telescopes similar to your own
- Attend Astronomy Club gatherings and Star Parties and look through other member’s setups
- Borrow eyepieces of the desired design and try them in your telescope

- Start with a simple selection of three eyepieces yielding exit pupils @ 5.0mm, 1.8mm, 1.0mm and
include a 1.8x to 2.5x Barlow. This provides a selection of six different magnifications very economically.
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